
Seismic interferometric techniques are applied to data from Community Seismic 

Network MEMS accelerometers permanently installed on nearly every floor of a 

52-story steel moment-and-braced frame building in downtown Los Angeles. 

Wavefield data from the high-rise from before and during the 2019 M6.4 and 

M7.1 Ridgecrest, California earthquakes are processed for impulse response 

functions. Shear-wave velocities from the direct and scattered waves recorded 

in the building’s horizontal directions are compared with a consistently-observed 

average shear-wave velocity of 225 m/s from ambient vibration time periods. 

Main findings

• The broadband velocities are reduced by up to 10% during building shaking. 

• The observations are all made over time scales of seconds, throughout the 

entire duration of building shaking. 

• The impulse response functions show that a building’s nonlinear response 

can be monitored and quantified through time-varying measurements of 

representative pseudo-linear systems in the time domain.

Abstract Cross correlation impulse response functions (IRF) 

for 52-story high-rise

M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake recorded in 52-

story high-rise in downtown Los Angeles

Accelerations recorded in 52-story building-EW 

direction during M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake

• 20-second waveforms used from M7.1 and M6.4 earthquakes, no stacking,

0.5-10 Hz.

• Cross correlations computed in frequency domain, relative to 2nd floor.

• 20-second window shifted at 5-second intervals (75% overlap with previous

window).

• Shear-wave velocities determined for IRF direct wave by linear regression.

• Search for maximum peak between time limits corresponding to 192 – 339 m/s.

• Green line: 225 m/s average found for most other days with only ambient

vibration records.

Results – Direct wave

Time-Varying Shear-Wave Velocities in a High-Rise During the 2019 M6.4 and 

M7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquakes from Wavefield Interferometry 
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M7.1 Ridgecrest IRFs in building-EW

direction. IRFs are computed relative to

2nd floor from 20-second waveforms.

Red dashed line shows average Vs from

linear regression.
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52-story CSN-instrumented building in 

downtown Los Angeles (GoogleEarth).
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Ambient vibration IRFs in building-EW

direction. IRFs are computed relative to 2nd

floor from 24 stacked 1-hour waveforms

from 7/5/2019. Red dashed line shows

average Vs from linear regression.

Shear-wave velocities for direct wave

IRFs in building-EW direction from M7.1

Ridgecrest mainshock. Top panel shows

accelerations for 2nd, 15th, 30th, and 50th

floors in the same direction during

identical time period as bottom panel.

Southern California study area.

Ridgecrest earthquakes: yellow stars.

Cities: white stars.

Coda wave interferometry from IRF

Example IRF comparison. Black trace is the average IRF, and individual IRFs

are colored by window (200-400). Note that the phase delay is more

pronounced late in the coda, and we apply an automatic gain control (AGC) to

focus on late arrivals.

• The IRF between all floors is calculated with a multitaper deconvolution.

• This results in a total of 3080 IRFs for each 20-second window.

• The velocity variation is estimated using Coda-wave interferometry, and

the stretching method.

• We search for velocity variations between ±10%

Results – Coda wave Interferometry

Estimated velocity variation due to the M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake. Top

panels show the building-EW and building-NS component records. Bottom panels

show the estimated dv/v from the 3080 IRF pairs. Only windows with IRF

correlation coefficients CC>0.8 are used. Colored circle is the median velocity

variation, and bars represent the 25-75 percentiles. When records are low

amplitude, the IRF tends to be noisy and requires stacking or longer windows.

Shear-wave velocities for direct wave

IRFs in building-EW direction from M6.4

Ridgecrest foreshock. Top panel shows

accelerations for 2nd, 15th, 30th, and 50th

floors in the same direction during identical

time period as bottom panel.


